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Rural drug use in Puerto Rico

Injection drug use in rural Puerto Rico has increased dramatically since 
the 1980s:
• Close link to New York and Boston heroin markets
• Evolution of the “trampoline” drug economy
• Gentrification and urban renewal that displace low-income high 

unemployment communities to rural areas
• Natural and fiscal disasters that hurt law enforcement efforts and 

exaggerated treatment deficits
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Study Area approximately 20x20 
miles

2015 Wave 1 – Respondent Driven Sampling, with a 
recruitment criteria of injection drug use in the last 30 days
2017 Wave 2 – Random resampling of the Wave 1 network 
for peer recruitment and micro ethnographic assays
2017 Post-Maria OAT study
2018 Wave 3 – Post-Maria resampling
2019 Photovoice Project
2019 Dysbiosis Related HIV Cognition Study

Vida Accion Salud

Question: To what extent can “homophily” be 
used to understand patterns of interaction 
among PWID?

Rationale: Affiliation/recruitment patterns 
represent a “walk” over a risk network which 
may be related to the ways that viruses are 
transmitted. 



The San Juan NHBS 
sample and the VAS 
sample are similar in 
many ways, except:
• Gender
• HIV Status
• Health 

Insurance/Care
• Drug and equipment 

sharing

Where national NHBS 
statistics were available, 
the rural PR cohort 
seemed more like the 
national population than 
the urban San Juan 
network.



What is homophily/heterophily?

The tendency for individuals to 
“cluster” in networks with those 
“like” themselves….birds of a 
feather…
• Complicated by issues like 

average degree and reciprocity 
and transitivity

• However, complex statistical 
means are available to measure 
homophily in RDS contexts



We tend to look for 
cases where values are 
|h|>0.3

Several factors stand 
out:
• Strong heterophily 

among women in the 
rural areas

• Rural affiliation 
around treatment 
history is pronounced

• Rural speedball use 
also seems to involve 
social clustering



We tend to look for 
cases where values 
are |h|>0.3

Several factors stand 
out:
• High frequency 

users in San Juan 
show high clustering

• In rural areas, 
clustering on use 
frequency is less 
pronounced



We tend to look for 
cases where values 
are |h|>0.3

Finally:
• Though less 

pronounced, 
clustering among 
those who share 
syringes is more 
significant in rural 
than in urban areas



Two sorts of conclusions

Network Implications:
• Much of the effort around 

respondent driven sampling has 
sought ways to correct for 
topological factors that affect 
sampling—in the process we 
have overlooked the possible 
importance of the topological 
data and what we might learn 
from it. 

Clustering patterns differ…
• Along several axes, there were marked 

differences in network topology 
between rural and urban PWID 
networks

• Some of these factors (injection 
frequency, treatment history, gender) 
are also known to affect risk 
tendencies. 

• Knowing that “like” persons are likely 
to cluster can possibly provide insight 
into behavior reinforcement factors 
influence injection related risk.



Next steps:

To what extent do 
rural PWID in 
Puerto Rico select 
injection partner 
on the basis of
their perceived 
risk of contracting 
or spreading HIV 
or hepatitis C  
(HCV)? 

Nodes (individuals) are colored by the residence location of the individual represented. Edges are 
directed, with arrows pointing to the individual who used a needle after the other person. The size of 
nodes reflects the frequency with which individuals were using injection drugs, with larger nodes 
representing network members with a higher injection frequency.



Method: Using ERGM to model tie likelihood





HIV infection and needle-
sharing. (a) Needle-sharing 
network colored by self-
reported HIV status. “Pos 
(ART)” denotes individuals on 
antiretroviral treatment. The 
person represented by the grey 
node did not know their HIV 
status. (b) Estimates and odds-
ratios of model coefficients 
(with 95% confidence intervals) 
for the partner restriction and 
informed altruism terms from 
the ERGMs considering HIV 
status.



HCV infection and needle-
sharing. (a) Needle-sharing 
network colored by HCV status, 
shown as the combination of 
self-report (first term) and 
antibody test results (second 
term). (b) Estimates and odds-
ratios of model coefficients 
(with 95% confidence intervals) 
for the partner restriction and 
informed altruism terms from 
the ERGMs considering self-
reported HCV status.



Discussion
The analyses suggest that greater injection frequency 
increases the risk of receptive needlesharing ties in 
our sample, and that reciprocity and transitivity are 
important network features.
• At the same time, our models provide no evidence 

for partner restriction or informed altruism as 
factors which govern needle sharing in PWID 
networks

• This conclusion holds despite clear awareness in 
the population about the risks of disease 
transmission via syringe sharing.

Social Factors may underlie this:
• Our results suggest that greater injection 

frequency increases the risk of receptive needle-
sharing ties in our sample. As a PWID’s injection 
frequency increases, so does their need for drugs 
and equipment and for money to purchase them. 
Faced with limited monetary resources, PWID may 
prioritize purchasing drugs over purchasing clean 
equipment.

• In ethnographic interviews, PWID reported that 
the biggest need was securing the resources to 
“cure” themselves of withdrawal symptoms, and so 
“completing” the money needed to afford their 
dose becomes their main concern. Even $1—the 
price of a new syringe in a shooting gallery or on 
the street—can set them back in achieving this 
goal (at the time of our study, a small bag of heroin 
sold for $6, and cocaine for $5). 

• In this context, borrowing a syringe after someone 
else has used it is the cheapest and speediest 
option for a PWID to obtain their “cure.”



Social Factors caballo:

Moreover, the need to acquire drugs while having limited money to pay for 
them also draws PWID into social interactions with others in a way that 
considerably increases their risk of using shared equipment. 
In Puerto Rico, drug users often pool their resources with others in a practice 
called caballo (or “horse”) in order to purchase supplies jointly. Caballo is 
practiced in a variety of substance use contexts, for instance for purchasing a 
joint or even a pitcher of beer. 
Within our study sample, the ethnographers observed that caballo for the 
purpose of acquiring injection drugs was most often practiced by PWID with 
a high injection frequency. Such sharing is further encouraged by the fact 
that most PWID in the area prefer to inject speedball, a combination of 
heroin and cocaine, which increases the funds required to secure a dose.



Meta-Conclusions

• Network analysis continues to provide new insights into risk behaviors 
in context. Relational approaches switch the focus from individual 
behaviors to dyadic interactions…behaviors “between” individuals 
rather than “by” individuals.

• HIV and HCV risk behaviors are seldom guided by “understanding” of 
risks alone—they are driven by a range of biological and contextual 
factors, both of which invoke relationships.

• Rural urban differences are not necessarily driven by differences in 
the availability of drugs or the demographics of the using population, 
but often exhibit significant “social” differences that likely require 
different forms of intervention.
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